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Introduction:  

One of the topics of geospatial information processing is matching between incomplete 
maps to maintain geospatial information. The technology is needed for multiple mapping 
systems that generate huge and/or precise maps efficiently. In general, maps generated by 
multiple mapping systems are incomplete because of obstacles that hide several areas. To 
generate a consistent map from the incomplete maps, suitable matching and integration 
between incomplete maps should be proceeded. Figure 1 shows an example where circles 
in (a) and (b) correspond to incomplete information due to the separated traffic lanes (blue 
lines). In Fig. 1 (c), they have been successfully merged. 

One of the examples of such system is the Simultaneous Localization and Mapping 
(SLAM) system by multiple robots. SLAM is used for activities in spaces whose maps are not 
given, and it is currently used for cleaning robots and so on. In the case of SLAM (by multiple 
robots), shapes of the environment are obtained as 3D sampling points (a so-called point 
cloud). When considering to construct accurate road maps, the point clouds obtained through 
SLAM are incomplete, which in turn might lead to incomplete road maps. Therefore, matching 
and integration for incomplete maps are necessary to produce a complete map from SLAM 
results of multiple robots. 

In fact, the SLAM algorithm can collect trajectories of sensor(s) and map structures in 



coordinates whose origins are placed on positions of the sensor(s). Accumulated errors of 
localization cause deformations of map information. It is important to make robust algorithms 
that can match and integrate incomplete maps despite of the occurrence of accumulated 
errors. To build such algorithms, geometry and statistics are expected to play important roles. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Technical Background:  
The basics of matching between incomplete maps exist in a “map matching algorithm” 

that estimates routes from rough trajectories by comparing them with a complete map. Usual 
GPS sensors can detect their own positions, but the results are in low precision and 
frequency to determine the route accurately. Map matching is an algorithm which estimates 
accurate routes from trajectories with errors and complete maps (cf. Figure 2). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Incomplete mapping results and their merged results 
(from https://www.giho.mitsubishielectric.co.jp/giho/pdf/2019/1902106.pdf) 

Figure 2 Map matching overview (from GitHub: amillb/pgMapMatch) 



Map matching algorithms are made from considering not only the distance between 
trajectories and roads but also graph structures. For example, the road that is far from the 
current position can be matched as the true route when the road is connected with past and 
future routes. Therefore, several methods that use local and global geometries and/or 
probabilities are proposed as map matching algorithms. 

Map matching algorithms are often proposed by implementations and evaluations 
(bottom-up approach), and there is no best method for map matching. Matching algorithms 
between incomplete maps are often made differently by different companies. In this project, 
it is expected to construct a comprehensive mathematical formulation for this task based on 
top-down approaches. 
 
Expectations: 

In this project, we consider how to build and evaluate matching methods between 
incomplete maps based on local and/or global geometries such as order, divergence, and 
metrics by beginning with traditional map matching algorithms. Especially, it is better to 
consider not just the implementation, but also a comprehensive mathematical formulation to 
guide the implementations. For this purpose, it is expected to use topologies and so on as 
new points of view for the task. 

If the formulations will be made, the way to integrate matched parts also becomes our 
target. The integration may need to consider statistics such as Bayes filtering depending on 
measurement errors. 
 
Requirements: 

We assume basic knowledge of Euclidian geometry and manifold in treating geospatial 
information. Additionally, knowledge of graph theory and topological geometry for global 
analysis, and Riemannian and other differential geometries for local analysis would be 
beneficial. Moreover, knowledge on Bayesian statistics and Bayesian filter (corresponding 
to map fusion), and stochastic models should be useful for the integration of matched 
maps. 
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